KANG Hye ji

I was inspired by the feeling night sky gives when I was doing
the work.

Note

To explain verbally, according to Van Gogh who drew ‘A Starry
Night’, inspired by ‘night’,
‘night’ represents infinity. I also wanted to express that.
Like such, the word ‘infinity’ seems to be limitless and contains
hopeful meaning with lots of opportunities.
On the other hand, the word infinity makes me to look
relatively small and as if I am locked under the night sky.
The darkness of night seems to be quiet. However, there exists
dynamic movement within. Such serenity and movement are
expressed through the touch of brush dipped in graphite and
ink stick.
The touches of brush deepen the depth of darkness.
Black, the major color used in the piece, represents darkness.
For instance, it is believed that Van Gogh was also attracted
to such effect of night and said that night had certain color
within its darkness.
I also tend to think a lot about ‘darkness’ as it expresses
different characteristics in different atmospheres.
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Education

<Residency>

2017 Changwon National University College of Arts
Department of Arts and Sciences Korean painting the
master’s course

2018 I-A-M<Art Berlin Now Residency program>

Biography

Solo Exhibitions
2018 - ‘Night’ (space1326 Gallery / Changwon)

Group Exhibitions
2018 - 50-50 Exhibition (Changdong Art Center, Changwon)
holiday‘ (Changwon City 7 cloud art hall)
Buyeo World Heritage Exhibition
(Buyeo Jeongrimsa Temple Site Museum)
<The ink of the day> ‘ask yesterday and answer
tomorrow’
(2018 South Jeolla Province International Aquatics
Biennale)
2017 -space1326 rising author group exhibition(-RIA Gallery)
space1326 present exhibition (BMK Gyeongnam
Bank Gallery)
‘Green day’ (Changwon City 7 Citizens ‘ Cultural
Space Bird)
Korea and China International Young Search for
Exhibition (Arts Center Jeju Seogwipo)
Writer’s Art Market ‘Open to you art market’
(Busan Shinsegae Centum City Gallery)
‘Artists need to talk’ (Museum of Changwon National
University Cho Hyun-wook Art Hall)
2016 - ‘Comma’ Changwon Jungang Station
3.15 ART CENTER rising author group exhibition
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